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Introduction 

Cardoggo Token ($DOGGO) is an og meme token developed on the Cardano Ecosystem that was abandoned and left astray by the creator(s)

of $HOSKY Token. But why? Well, that we will never know but a random NFT project contacted them expressing that they didn't appreciate

how $HOSKY (formerly known as $CARDOGGO) was using their brand name in a different variation without any approval. With a little DYOR, we

found out that this name does not legally bind/belong solely to one person or entity. Especially for a meme token! Not to mention, this is the

crypto space and the word "Cardoggo" was thrown around well before the  project even existed. And if that wasn't enough, this project was

exploited for "copying" art from another source!  In essence, it's good to understand art is subjective and everyone's opinion matters in

this space. Get it? Matter? Space? Ok Ok, but with that being said, we decided to go to the blockchain doggo pound to adopt this lone pup and

we nicknamed this little cute meme $DOGGO! $DOGGO is now chunkier and happier than ever... But in spirit ;) A completely different creature

called $DOGGO is now woofin through the astral planes!  Cardoggo Token is not an NFT project and when we do launch our sh**ty NFTs, they

will be $DOGGO NFTS. As far as what we represent, we also bring absolutely no value to you other than low-quality memes, zero financial

value, no promises of dane gains, or some futuristic dapp. Just doggo memes. 

Technical   Details

This section is dedicated to the lack of doggo brain blowing technological promises, which will not be broken later! We don't have any cool

diagrams of howl much faster our token is than others or even an untruthful timelie that will be forever adjusted as we get closer to the

last days. We're a meme coin so we ain’t off that, you heard? Technical stuff to us is as purebred is to mutt. Ya digg me?

So, What's Our MO? Em-O? Memo?

Memes, that's the point dog! If you get anything out of this toilet pawper, please take note of this: We are not here to make you doggone-

rich mane, our goal is to make #memenaires. But howl? By roaming the crypto realm, building the memecosystem! We're aiming higher than any

s**t coin meme token has aimed before. No moon, no mars, and definitely no pluto dog. We're headed to the astral planes. That's where the

best doggo treats are anyways.

Hopenomics

Below you will find some cool looking graphs (no toilet  pawper is complete without em) that show the token distribution of $DOGGO. Let's keep

it 100 too, we got better brokenomics than some of the larger non-meme tokens out there! And not only that,  we have way more meme

potential because we are the underdog. We are the doggo that was given up on the moment someone tried to claim ownership of a variation of

a name that's existing in a decentralized space full of creative beings. We mind as well make crypto social security NFTs!  Who wouldn't want

a digital social that they could use for a digital identity or to exchange/sell for a new one? Thank me later ;) 
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Initial Token Mint

Circulating Supply

50%

Burn or Send to Mr. Cardano

50%

We've decided to take a somewhat original approach by following the pawprints of those that came before us. In essence, 50% of the initial

tokens minted will be either burned or gifted to Mr. Cardano himself. This will be determined by a community vote of all $DOGGO holders. While

we don't have no got dog clue what will become of these tokens, we have faith that if Mr.Cardano receives these tokens, he will do good

things with them? Pawssbily.. On the other hand, I'm sure we all know what could pawssibly happen if 50% of the token supply is voted on to be

burned. The other 50% of minted tokens will be allocated as shown by the following chart.

Circulating Supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000
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To Be Determined

40%

Stake Pool Operators

20%

Meme Acquisition

15%

Doggo Bowl

15%

Founders

10%

Circulating Supply of 500,000,000,000,000

To-Be-Determined 

40% of the supply has no designation at this very moment dog, but we plan to use all of our outter body doggo brains to get this token into

as many paws as paws-ible. 

Meme  Acquisition 

15% of the $DOGGO circulating supply will be used to further grow the meme pool and to increase our meme-abilities.

Stake  Pool  Operators 

20% of the $DOGGO circulating supply will be allocated to SPOs for distribution. Please keep in mind that this doesn't mean you can expect a

$DOGGO Pool, but it also doesn't mean that it's 100% out of the question. Ultimately, this is for the community to decide with their doggy

votes and treats ;)
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The  Doggo  Bowl™ 

15% of the circulating supply will be available through the Doggie Bowl™ which is our native token faucet available on cardoggotoken.com

Founders  10%

10% of the $DOGGO circulating supply will be sent as a doggy treat to the wallets of our token founders! We have no intention of selling our

tokens and we actually plan to spread our paw print within our memecosystem and the Cardano Ecosystem
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If you got this far, congrats! Your all caught up on everything we're doing and not doing. Hope you enjoyed this sh*t, the typo's and hidden

message to never settle for less or let anyone discourage you from creating and/or reviving any creativity. Keep creating, keep loving,

keep engaging and keep growing. Even in spirit ; ) 


